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Abstract: Developing a safer and more effective intersection-control system is essential given the
trends of rising populations and vehicle numbers. Additionally, as vehicle communication and
self-driving technologies evolve, we may create a more intelligent control system to reduce traffic ac-
cidents. We recommend deep reinforcement learning-inspired autonomous intersection management
(DRLAIM) to improve traffic environment efficiency and safety. The three primary models used in
this methodology are the priority assignment model, the intersection-control model learning, and
safe brake control. The brake-safe control module is utilized to make sure that each vehicle travels
safely, and we train the system to acquire an effective model by using reinforcement learning. We
have simulated our proposed method by using a simulation of urban mobility tools. Experimental
results show that our approach outperforms the traditional method.

Keywords: reinforcement learning; autonomous vehicles; traffic control; intersection; DRLAIM

1. Introduction

Intersection cross-road traffic management is a challenging task. This is due to the de-
sire by cars to share space simultaneously when travelling in different directions. The same
place is also sought after by pedestrians for crossing intersections. At a junction, drivers
must make a split-second choice while considering their path, the intersection’s design,
and the speed and direction of other cars, etc. A slight lapse in judgment might result in
catastrophic accidents. According to the community database on accidents on the roads in
Europe (CARE), the proportion of fatalities in road accidents at intersections was around
11% in 2020 [1]. As a city develops and the population grows, road intersections become
the bottlenecks of traffic, leading to traffic congestion, and increased travel time. Moreover,
a survey for critical reasons for crashes indicated that drivers cause more than 90% of
crashes [2,3].

The study of wireless communication for automobiles became popular in autonomous
vehicles in the early 2000s, which helps data exchange via vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) inter-
action. One of the most widely used dedicated short-range communications (DSRC) is
compliant with the IEEE 802.11p standard (physical layer protocol) and the IEEE 1609
standard (network layer protocol). The properties of DSRC in low latency and high mobility
make it suitable within the vehicular environment. Numerous autonomous intersection
management (AIM) methods that designed advanced intersection-crossing rules without
human involvement have been proposed in the literature [4–7]. However, there is still
more that can be done to improve. For example, if multiple requests are sent from different
vehicles simultaneously to request passing at an intersection, how should the intersection
controller or the negotiation algorithm schedule these requests? This problem must be
carefully addressed to prevent unfairness or starvation. In this research, we focus on en-
hancing the efficiency of crossing policy without demands on prior knowledge. The main
idea is that we let the system learn how to schedule the crossing sequence itself by using
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the deep reinforcement learning (RL) algorithm [8]. The agent aims to develop a policy
to select actions to achieve the maximum cumulative reward. The object of this kind of
learning is for the system to extrapolate, or generalize, its responses so that it acts correctly
in situations not present in the training set [9]. In other words, supervised learning only
classifies or predicts based on what it learned, that is, exploitation. Intersection manage-
ment policy is an essential issue in traffic. Many AIM systems have been proposed to
enhance performance compared to signal-based approaches. Although AIMs have different
designs, they are essentially systems that allocate and schedule various resources. However,
in most of these methods, at each time step, they can only consider the frontmost vehicles
among incoming lanes (in order to avoid allocating resources to the latter vehicle while
the frontmost vehicle has not yet been allocated resources, leading to both vehicles being
unable to enter the intersection), then decide whether to allocate resources to these vehicles.
In contrast, the signal-based methods can let many vehicles enter an intersection in a short
time, as long as the road signal is green. Experiments in [5] show that the performance
of the proposed method is worse than the signal-based approach for a high arrival rate.
We believe this phenomenon is related to the delay caused by the frequent alternation of
right-of-way after extensive computation of internal simulations.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. We present the related work in
Section 2. Section 3 describes the overall framework of the proposed DRLAIM system.
Section 4 discusses the experimental results. In Section 5, we give the conclusions and
future work for this work.

2. Related Work

The idea of autonomous intersection management (AIM) was first introduced by
Dresner et al. [10], who proposed a centralized method to model the intersection as tiles,
and then reserve tiles for vehicles for passing. This approach introduces vehicle agents
(VA) that control the vehicles and intersection agents (IA) residing at an intersection. When
a vehicle approaches an intersection, the VA sends a reservation request to reserve tiles
on its planned trajectory to the IA. As the IA receives the request, it first checks whether
the needed tiles have been reserved. If reserved, IA rejects the request. If not, IA starts to
simulate the trajectory of the requested vehicle across the intersection. During the internal
simulation, if any requested tiles have already been reserved by another vehicle (which
performed the internal simulation and was granted the tiles more quickly), IA ends the
simulation and rejects the request. Otherwise, the reservation will be granted. Despite the
outstanding research results on centralized resource reservation management, installing
specialized infrastructure at each intersection may cause high costs. Shaaban et al. [11]
proposed the decentralized controller intersection management system. A decentralized
intersection-management system gives the best waiting time compared to a centralized
intersection-management system. González et al. [12] suggest a distributed junction-
management approach that gives emergency vehicles extra consideration. The suggested
approach incorporates regulations based on the distributed intersection-management
(DIM) protocol.

Shu et al. [13] discuss the reinforcement learning framework to enhance learning
effectiveness and control performance for decision-making issues in automated vehicles.
Three driving manoeuvres are involved: turning left, continuing straight, and turning
right. The target missions are created by using the knowledge learned from the source
driving task.

Liu et al. [14] present the trajectory planning model for minimizing the amount of time
spent waiting at an intersection without traffic lights while ensuring safe driving. First,
an information-gathering, organizing center called an intersection-management system
gives acceptable priorities to all of the current cars and thereby determines their paths.
Another way to plan trajectories for passing intersections is to use the idea of robot motion
planning methods. Paths for each vehicle are first determined, and then the velocities for
crossing the intersection efficiently and without collision are determined. Silva et al. [15]
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proposed a heuristic model that enhances this administration of AIM. The effectiveness of
this approach is shown by utilizing traffic recreations, with situations of various models,
and measurements addressing the appearance time, CO2 outflow, and fuel utilization.
Mondal et al. [16] discuss the priority-based AIM. This framework can reenact complex
street networks with traffic of independent vehicles under the administration of various
traffic signal conventions at various crossing points. However, this approach takes a huge
amount of waiting time. Qiao et al. discuss a priority-based intersection-management
system [17], which uses graph theory for the management. In [18], Grégoire et al. proposed a
framework based on path-velocity decomposition. For determining the crossing sequence,
the authors adopted the notion of priority to define the relative order among vehicles.
Vehicles that want to pass the intersection must send a request to the intersection controller
to gain priority. Those who do not have priorities are not allowed to enter the intersection.
The authors introduced a priority assignment policy by simulating the trajectories of
requesting vehicles and vehicles that have already been assigned priorities. If the vehicle
could cross the intersection by using the maximum throttle command with the lowest
priority, it would be assigned a priority and allowed to enter the intersection. The authors
also presented a control policy called brake-safe control to guarantee that all vehicles
respect the priority relation while crossing the intersection and avoid the collisions caused
by uncertainties such as mechanical breakdown, unexpected control, etc. In [5], Qian et al.
presented a policy called the fast first service framework. This framework provides a
crossing point regulator accountable for doling out needs, while vehicles are entrusted with
picking a control that checks a brake-safety condition. Most of the work discussed in the
literature failed to address the autonomous intersection-management system waiting time.

3. Methodology

We will give a detailed introduction to reinforcement learning for traffic control,
and then we will discuss our proposed deep reinforcement learning-based autonomous
intersection management.

3.1. Reinforcement Learning for Traffic Control

We discuss the preliminary definitions for reinforcement learning for traffic control.
A significant number of researchers have used reinforcement learning for traffic signal
control. These studies differ in state space definition, action space definition, reward
function definition, traffic network models, performance measures, etc. Although the
research on reinforcement learning introduced here is all used in traffic signal control, many
aspects can still be referred to as a design for a control policy for AIM. Here, we focus on
discussing the definition of state space, action space, and reward function as we believe that
only by designing a well-balanced definition of the state, the action and reward function of
the intersection agent can learn the optimal traffic control policy.

3.1.1. State Definition

The state space S = {s1, s2 s3 , ..., s|S|} represents the state of traffic environment.
A state space is a collection of every state that can be reached from the starting point.
The red signal is state space. There are two main definitions for state space.

Queue size is the number of vehicles whose speed is less than a certain number, e.g.,
5 km per hour, waiting in front of the intersection. We will introduce three main approaches
here to define queue size. First, each lane i has queue size si

t at time t which can be classified
into different level: less (si

t < θ1), moderate (θ1 < si
t < θ2), and maximum (si

t > θ2), where
θ1 < θ2 are thresholds [19]. Secondly, the state can be defined as a comparison of queue size
among lanes. An example of a four-lane intersection is s1

t ≥ s4
t ≥ s3

t ≥ s2
t , which represents

the fact that the largest queue size is of lane 1 and the lowest one is lane 2 . Thirdly, the state
can be defined as the maximum queue size among all lanes.
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Timing of red signal is the time elapsed since the signal of the ith lane turned red.
The purpose of using this metric is to prevent the signal of a lane from remaining in red for
too long so that we can guarantee fairness [20].

3.1.2. Action Definition

The action space A = {a1, a2, a3, ..., a|A|} consists of actions that can be selected by
an agent. We will introduce two main definitions here for action space.

Traffic phase selection is the selection of a combination of non-conflicting phases to be
triggered at the same time. Each phase at an intersection has a set of timings. As shown in
Figure 1, there are eight numbers representing different phases among lanes, where phases
of even numbers represent vehicles that can go either straight or turn right, and phases of
the odd number represent vehicles that should turn left. The trajectory of movements of
phase 1 and phase 5 do not cause a collision; thus, phases (1,5) are called a combination of
non-conflicting phases. The number of non-conflicting phase combinations is eight and is
presented as follows: {(1,5), (1,6), (2,5), (2,6), (3,7), (3,8), (4,7), (4,8)}.

Traffic phase split: An action consists of combinations of the green timing of each
phase, where the green timing is the time interval that allows vehicles to cross an intersec-
tion. A cycle consists of a predetermined sequence of traffic phases, and the cycle length is
the cycle’s time interval. The cycle length is flexible and based on the demand of traffic.

Figure 1. Combination of traffic phases at intersection.

3.1.3. Reward Definition

The reward r can be either a fixed value or a variable. For a fixed reward, it can be
positive or negative, e.g., r = 1 represents a prize whereas r = −1 represents a penalty.
A variable reward, it can consist of multiple sub-rewards. There are two main definitions
for reward.

Variation of vehicular delay. The agent is rewarded if the total cumulative delay (i.e.,
cumulative delay of all vehicles) is reduced. The cumulative delay is the total time a vehicle
spends in a queue. The reward definition can be the difference of the total cumulative delay
of vehicles at time t + 1 and time t , or a reference value rt = tdre f − ttdt, where rt is the
reward value at time t, tdre f is the user-defined reference of total cumulative delay, and ttdt
is the total cumulative delay of vehicles at time t [21].

Variation of queue size. If the queue size is reduced within a time interval, the agent
is rewarded.

3.2. Deep Reinforcement Learning-Based Autonomous Intersection Management

This subsection will give a detailed introduction to our method called deep reinforce-
ment learning-based autonomous intersection management (DRLAIM). Figure 2 shows the
basic framework of our proposed method. The description of our proposed system is as
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follows. The intersection controller and the vehicle are the two components of DRLAIM.
The brake-safe control model, which is explained in Section 3.3 and is used in the vehicle
portion, ensures that the car always endures in the brake-safe condition, allowing it to
brake safely without hitting other vehicles with higher priority. The deep reinforcement
learning for intersection control module is discussed in Section 3.4. The priority assignment
model is discussed in detail in Section 3.5. It sends a request to the intersection controller
to ask for a priority to pass the intersection. A vehicle must wait in front of the stop line
until it receives a priority from the confirmation message sent by the intersection controller.
Then it can cross the intersection according to its priority value.

Figure 2. Proposed system architecture.

The intersection controller contains the components (i) queue, (ii) environment, (iii)
priority assignment model, and (iv) agent. The queue architecture is illustrated in Figure 3,
where each sub-queue stores the vehicle ID of vehicles and the time the queue received
this request in the corresponding lane. Time indicate the time at which vehicles enter the
queues. Initially, the vehicles ID start with one, and initially time value will be dependent
upon the time at which vehicles enter. Once a request is confirmed, the corresponding
request consisting of vehicle ID and timestamp will be removed from the queue.

Figure 3. The architecture of queue.

The environment portion keeps track of the number of cars in the junction, the size
of the line, and the average amount of time they spend waiting. The agent must decide
which course of action will let cars pass through a junction. At each time step t, the agent
examines the environment’s state st and selects an action at that permits cars to pass.
The agent then transmits the priority assignment model, the action at, and the relevant
requests from the queue to act at. The environment’s state changes to st + 1 when the
action is completed, and the agent is rewarded with rt + 1. An agent’s objective is to create
the best possible policy to maximize the overall reward ∑t rt+1. The connected cars are
added to the priority queue, which holds the priority relations among the vehicles one
by one, once the priority assignment model gets an action at and the concurrent requests.
Confirmation messages and a priority list are then sent to the appropriate cars by using
the priority assignment methodology. Next, we will introduce the methodologies for the
brake-safe control model, deep reinforcement learning for intersection control, and priority
assignment model in detail.

3.3. Brake-Safe Control

To guarantee the safety of vehicles by avoiding collisions, we use the method called
brake-safe control, which was proposed in [5]. We will first introduce the brake-safe model
and then describe the control formula in detail.
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3.3.1. Model

The vehicles’ longitudinal can be modeled as follows. Let xi = (yi, vi)
′ ∈ Xi be the

state of vehicle i, consisting of the longitudinal position yi and velocity vi along its path
ϕi. Note that the state xi here is different from state si. The state and control constraints
are given as Xi = [0, ȳi]× [0, v̄i] and Ui = [ui, ūi]. ȳi is the end point of the given path.
Vehicles are considered as leaving the system if yi = ȳi. ui and ūi represent the minimum
and maximum acceleration values.

The evolution of state is described by the differential equation

ẏi(t) = vi(t) (1)

v̇i(t) = ui(t)δ
(

ui(t), vi(t)
)

, (2)

where δ is a binary function that ensures vi ∈ [0, v̄i] at all times. That is, δ(ui(t), vi(t)) = 1
except for (vi(t) = 0) ∩ (ui(t) < 0) and for (vi(t) = v̄i) ∩ (ui(t) > 0), i.e., if (1) the
velocity vi(t) is zero and the accelerate ui(t) is negative or (2) the velocity vi(t) reaches the
maximum value and the accelerate ui(t) is positive, then the output δ function will be zero.
Let yi(t, ui,xi(t0)) denote the position of vehicle i at time t, starting from xi(t0).

For a pair of vehicles i, j ∈ N such that vehicle j has priority over i, the authors denote
completed obstacle region Rσ(j)<σ(i) the set of positions (yi,yj) leading to a collision or a
violation of priority σ(j) < σ(i) (i.e., vehicle i crossed the intersection earlier than vehicle j).

3.3.2. Control

The idea of brake-safe control is to constrain the multi-vehicle system to remain in the
so-called brake-safe states. Assuming vehicle j is in a state xj(t0) at time t0, the authors
note

Bσ(j)<σ(i)(xj(t0)) := {xi ∈ Xi|∀t ≥ t0,(
yi
(
t, ui,xi(t0)

)
, yj
(
t, uj,xj(t0)

))
/∈ Rσ(j)<σ(i)},

(3)

where u represent braking control signal. Consequently, if xi(t0) ∈ Bσ(j)<σ(i)(xj(t0)), then
vehicle i can safely brake until it stops without colliding with j and does not violate the
priority (i.e., does not enter the completed obstacle region) even if j uses uj to brake from t0
and onward.

The control law was described below.
Let uimpulse

i ∈ Ui represent the impulse signal for vehicle i defined by

uimpulse
i (t) =

{
ūi i f t = 0
ui i f t ≥ 1

. (4)

The control law is then be introduced synthetically:

gi(x) =


ui i f ∃ σ(j) < σ(i), ∃t ≥ 0
s.t.
(

yj(t, uj, xj), yi(t, uimpulse
i , xi) ∈ Rσ(j)<σ(i)

)
ūi else

. (5)

This equation means that if the paths among these vehicles at the next time slot under
the worst-case scenario are collision-free, the simulated reached state is the brake-safe state.

3.4. Deep Reinforcement Learning for Intersection Control

This section introduces the deep Q-learning technique to discover the best policy for
intersection control after first defining the three fundamental components of reinforcement
learning; state space can be represented as S, and reward space as R. The action space can
be represented as A.
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3.4.1. State Space

The idea of defining state space S is to gather different features of traffic such that
it can mostly represent the environment. We need to carefully choose the features that
have sufficient information about traffic; otherwise, some useful information may be lost
and thus reduce the learning potential. We change to queue size of each lane at time t:
sQ

t = {sq,1
t , ..., sq,n

t } and add another state called the average waiting time of vehicles in
each lane at time t: sW

t = {sw,1
t , ..., sw,n

t }, where n is the number of lanes. The two states
above represent only the traffic situation of lanes. To comprehensively understand traffic,
we then use the number of vehicles inside the intersection (i.e., vehicles that have entered
the intersection from lanes and have not yet exited) to represent the situation inside the
intersection at time t: sI

t . We believe that by combining these three states st = {sQ
t , sW

t , sI
t},

we can comprehensively represent the traffic environment.

3.4.2. Action Space

Once the agent has observed the current state of the intersection, it needs to select an
action from the action space A. For constructing the action space, we have gone through
three phases. In the beginning, the intuition for defining the action space is to let the leader
vehicle in a specific lane move to the intersection. Assuming the total number of lanes
at an intersection is n, we have n actions to select at each time step. However, choosing
only one vehicle to pass at each time step may make the system inefficient during rush
hour. In addition, the change of state is tiny (only one vehicle passed), thus making the
time needed for learning longer. In other words, the difference between state st and state
st+1 is small; thus it is difficult to measure the effectiveness of action at. Secondly, we tried
to enhance the first idea by making the change from letting only one leader vehicle at a
specific lane pass the intersection to letting vehicles that have sent requests at a specific
lane pass. This enhancement addresses the inefficiency issue and speeds up the learning
process. The reason to add these two actions is that if the agent is only allowed to choose
vehicles of a specific lane to pass at each time step without any other choices, it may cause
a traffic jam and significantly reduce the throughput of traffic because of the continuous
incoming vehicles that are allowed to pass the intersection at each time step. Two types
of action are defined as follows: (1) allowing all cars to pass who have received requests,
and (2) forbidding all vehicles from passing.

3.4.3. Reward

The final key element and also the most important one in reinforcement learning
is the reward. After the agent selects and executes an action, the agent will receive a
reward corresponding to the action just performed. The reward definition in this research is
r = rq −maxi wi

t+1, which tries to balance between the efficiency and fairness, where rq is
the change in total queue size and maxi wi

t+1 is the maximum average waiting time at lane
i at time t + 1. The change in queue size is the difference in queue size of an intersection at
time t and at time t + 1. Note that the values of rq can be positive or negative. The reason
for using rq is to enhance the system’s efficiency. The value of queue size should be the less,
the better. In other words, if the value of total queue size at time t + 1 is more than that
at time t, the value of rq would be negative, representing a penalty. The reason for using
maxi wi

t+1 is to enhance the system’s fairness. If the vehicles of lane k have waited in the
queue for a long time, the value of maxk wk

t will be large, which leads to choosing an action
to let vehicles in lane k pass to eliminate the penalty of lengthy waiting, and the rewards of
choosing the other actions will be very low.

3.4.4. Learning

The definition of action-value function Q(st, at) is

Q(st, at) = rt+1 + γ max
a∈A

Q(st+1, a), (6)
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where the rt+1 is the received reward, where 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1.
Then we introduce the temporal difference (TD). The concept of TD is the core of

Q-learning, which uses the difference of action-value Q in learning temporally. The formula
of TD is introduced below:

TD(st, at) = rt+1 + γ max
a∈A

Q(st+1, a)−Qt−1(st, at). (7)

The steps of the Q-Learning based intersection scheduling algorithm are given in the
Algorithm 1. The new Q-value Q(st, at) equals the old Q-value Qt−1(st, at) that has been
calculated before and is stored in memory plus the temporal difference that is calculated
by Equation (7) times α, where α is the learning rate and 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. The learning rate
determines the importance of new estimated information, i.e., temporal difference.

Algorithm 1: Q-Learning based intersection scheduling algorithm
Input:
N: Number of simulations;
sim_len: The length of simulation time step;
ε: A user-defined value that 0 < ε < 1;
Output:
f : A neural network that approximate the action–value function;
Variable:
at: An action at time t;
st: A state at time t;
rt+1: A reward received after executing at;
episode: One of the simulations;
t: The time step;
e: A variable contains (st, at, rt+1, st+1);
M: A list stores e;
Capacity: Maximum capacity of M;

1 for episode = 1 to N do
2 for t = 1 to sim_len do
3 Observe st;
4 Choose at randomly with probability ε, else choose at = max f (st);
5 Send action at to Priority Assignment Model;
6 Take action at, observe rt+1, st+1;
7 if len(M) == Capacity then
8 delete M[0];

9 Append e = (st, at, rt+1, st+1) to M;
10 Run Algorithm 2 to train f ;
11 st ← st+1;

12 return f ;

We update Q(st, at) at every time step, and the Q-table store all Q-values of state-action
pairs that will eventually converge. A learning rate of value 0 means that the agent learns
nothing and only uses the old Q-value in memory, whereas a learning rate of value 1 means
the agent only considers the new information just estimated. Every time the agent steps
into a new state st, it can look up the Q-table to see which action at is the best choice.
However, suppose the Q-table is too large. This means the combination of state space
S and action space A is too large, and we will suffer from the problem called the curse
of dimensionality, which refers to the phenomenon that when the dimensionality of the
Q-table increases, the training time needed to converge will increase exponentially; i.e., the
time to convergence will be extraordinarily long. Therefore, we use the method called deep
Q learning [8] by combining a deep neural network with traditional Q learning to solve the
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problem of the curse of dimensionality. With the help of neural networks, we no longer
need to maintain the large Q-table. At each time step t, the input is st and the output is ct
that represents a vector consisting of all action-values. The neural network architecture is
first the input layer using st as input with the ReLU activation function. There are three
hidden layers, and each layer has 64 neurons with a relu activation function. The output
layer has |A| neurons (i.e., number of actions) with a softmax activation function. Each
layer is fully connected with the other. The loss is computed by using Equation (8):

Loss =
1
2

(
rt+1 + γ max

(
f (st+1)

)
− f (st)

)2
. (8)

The loss value is back-propagated to the network and then updates the weights of
network according to the loss to better approximate the action value. The Algorithm 2
includes a step for the experience replay algorithm.

Algorithm 2: Experience replay algorithm
Input:
M: a list stores experience sequence (st, at, rt+1, st+1);
batch_size: number of training;
Variable:
γ: discount factor;

1 size = min(len(M), batch_size);
2 Randomly pick size experiences from M, then store to list L;
3 for i = 1 to len(L) do
4 s = L[i][0];
5 a = L[i][1];
6 r = L[i][2];
7 s′ = L[i][3];
8 X = Q(s, a) from f (s);
9 Y = r + γ maxa( f (s′));

10 trainingNN(X, Y);

3.5. Priority Assignment Model

At each time step t, the agent selects an action at, and then sends action at and
corresponding requests to the priority assignment model. According to the type of action
at, we will have three different corresponding policies.

1. Type 1: Let vehicles with sent requests in a specific lane to pass. According to the
timestamp of requests in the queue, the priority assignment model will append these
requested vehicles into the priority list one by one, i.e., the earlier the time, the sooner
the vehicle is appended to the priority list. Then the priority assignment model sends
the confirm messages and corresponding priorities to those requested vehicles. Note
that the closer to the front in the priority list, the higher the priority.

2. Type 2: Let all vehicles with sent requests to pass. The priority assignment model
receives all requests of vehicles, and then it will append them to the priority list
according to the timestamp of requests; i.e., the earlier the time, the sooner the vehicle
is appended to the priority list. Then the model sends the confirm messages and
corresponding priorities to those requested vehicles. Note that the difference between
type 1 and type 2 actions is that type 2 action appends all requested vehicles to the
priority list, and type 1 action only appends requested vehicles in a lane.

3. Type 3: All vehicles are not allowed to pass. No requested vehicles are allowed to
pass; thus, the priority assignment model does nothing.

As shown in Figure 4, two vehicles have been assigned priorities, and vehicle i has
priority over vehicle j. In Figure 4a, the trajectories of the two vehicles have a collision and
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a corresponding collision region. Both vehicles i and j have been assigned priorities so that
they can enter the intersection. However, the priority of i is higher than j, thus j has to
wait until i passes through the collision region. In Figure 4b, the trajectories of two vehicles
have no collision. Thus, although the priority of vehicle i is higher, they can still cross
the intersection simultaneously without waiting. Figure 5 shows an example of how the
priority assignment model works. The gray region in Figure 5 represents the cooperative
zone. In Figure 5a, the agent selects and allows vehicle b and vehicle c to pass. Therefore,
the priority assignment model will first append leader vehicle b to the priority list and then
append vehicle c to the priority list.

Figure 4. An example of interaction between two vehicles, where vehicle i has priority over vehicle
j. (a) Trajectories of vehicle i and vehicle j have a possible collision. (b) Trajectories of vehicle i and
vehicle j have no collision.

Figure 5. An example of selecting different actions. (a) Agent selects an action to let vehicles in a
specific lane to pass. (b) Agent selects the action to let all vehicles that have sent requests to pass.
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Finally, the priority assignment model will send the confirm messages and correspond-
ing priorities to vehicles b and c. Though vehicle e is also in the same lane as vehicle b and
c, it has not yet entered the cooperative zone, and thus it has not sent a message to request
for priority. So the priority assignment model will not append vehicle e to the priority list.
In Figure 5b, the agent chooses to let all vehicles that have sent request messages to pass
the intersection. Therefore, the priority assignment model will append these vehicles to the
priority list according to the timestamp of requests; i.e., the earlier the time, the sooner the
vehicle is appended to the priority list. The vehicle that has a higher priority can go before
the one with a lower priority. The vehicle that is not in the priority list is not allowed to
enter the intersection. Figure 6 shows the flow of how intersection control works.

Figure 6. Flow of intersection control policy.
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4. Results and Discussion

This section describes the experimental environment and the traffic simulator used in
the experiments. We discuss the experiment results for our proposed method, including
the evaluation of the training results and the comparison with another method called fast
first service (FFS).

4.1. Experimental Environment

The proposed method is implemented in the Python programming language on a
personal computer with Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-6700 3.4 GHz CPU, 24 GB RAM running
Windows 10 (64-bit). The Python programming language is used for realizing the proposed
DRLAIM method.

4.2. Testing Platform and Traffic Flow Data

Simulation of urban mobility (SUMO) [22] was used for the simulation test. The reason
we use SUMO is that each simulated vehicle is modeled explicitly. It has its own route and
moves individually through the network. We can also use a library called traffic control
interface (TraCI) provided by SUMO to retrieve values of simulated vehicles and manipulate
their behaviour individually. We have implemented and integrated the proposed DRLAIM
framework into SUMO. Figure 7 shows the intersection model used in our experiments
which consists of 12 incoming lanes. The vehicles in the leftmost lane can only turn left,
those in the middle lane can only go straight, and those in the rightmost lane can either go
straight or turn right. We use the number of generated vehicles per minute as the Poisson
distribution parameter to simulate vehicles’ generation. Table 1 specifies the parameters
used in our experiments.

Figure 7. Intersection model used in our experiments.

Table 1. System parameters.

Parameter Value

Car length 5 m

Cooperative zone length 50 m

Maximum velocity 10 m/s

Maximum accelerate 4 m/s2

Minimum accelerate −5 m/s2

Brake-safe control time step 0.1 s
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4.3. Experimental Results

In this section, we give the experiment results for our proposed method including the
evaluation of the training results and the comparison with another method called Fast First
Service (FFS) [5].

4.3.1. Evaluation of Training Results of DRLAIM

In this experiment, we first evaluate the performance of training results by using
different combinations of reward functions as shown in Table 2 where rq is queue size

and rqi
t+1 is the queue size of lane i (the same lane as rqi

t
min) at time t + 1. The usage of

elements rq and rth is to maximize the queue size difference and the throughput to enhance
the efficiency of DRLAIM. The usage of element maxi wi

t+1 is to avoid a situation where
vehicles are waiting for a long time and still cannot go through the intersection to enhance
the fairness of DRLAIM. We use these three elements to combine seven different reward
functions, as shown in Table 2. The 8th reward function lets the agent learn a policy to
select an action to let vehicles in the lane with minimum queue size to pass through the
intersection. We train our DRLAIM model by using different combinations of reward
functions for 50 training epochs, and the action time step is taken as 0.5 s (time duration
in which the agent selects an action). We then evaluate the training results of the reward
function with the best performance by using a different number of training epochs and
action time steps. Table 3 specifies the parameters used in this experiment. In each training
epoch, we simulate for 200 s by using a high inflow rate (100 vehicle arrivals per minute).
The capacity of memory which stores the experience sequence set (st, at, rt+1, st+1) is a set of
100,000 where st is the state of traffic environment at time t, at is the action selected by agent
at time t, rt+1 is the reward received at time t and st+1 is the state of traffic environment at
time t + 1. The batch size used in training DRLAIM is 64, and the value of the discount
factor used in calculating the action value function is 0.99.

Table 2. Combination of reward functions used for training.

Numbering of Reward Function Formula of Reward Function

1 r = rq

2 r = −maxi wi
t+1

3 r = rth

4 r = rq −maxi wi
t+1

5 r = rq + rth

6 r = −maxi wi
t+1 + rth

7 r = rq −maxi wi
t+1 + rth

8 if rqi
t

min > rqi
t+1 : r = 10, else: r = −10

Table 3. Parameters used in training experiment.

Parameter Value

Simulation length 200 s

Inflow rate 100 vel/min

Memory capacity 100,000 set

Batch size 64

Discount factor 0.99
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We calculate the value of ε, shown in Equation (9), which is used to determine the
probability for an agent to choose an action:

ε = εmin + (εmax − εmin)× e−0.02×steps (9)

where

• εmin is the minimum value of ε which is taken as 0.01 in this work.
• εmin is the maximum value of ε which is taken as 1 in this work.
• steps is the the current training epoch.

As the value of steps increases, the value of ε will decrease from 1 to 0.01. The reason
we use Equation (9) to decrease the value of ε gradually is as follows. At the beginning
of training, the agent will randomly choose an action to explore the environment because
the DRLAIM has not yet learned anything; thus, we cannot use it to predict the best action.
As the training proceeds, we can gradually increase the ratio to use the trained DRLAIM to
predict actions. We now introduce two performance indicators to evaluate the performance
of our model.

Average Queue Length (AQL): If the velocity of a vehicle in an incoming lane is
smaller than 0.1 m/s, then the vehicle is considered to be in a queue. The total queue length
is computed by adding the queue lengths of all incoming lanes. We will calculate the total
queue length once every 0.1 s.

Average Waiting Time (AWT): The time that a vehicle is waiting in a queue is called
waiting time. We will calculate the waiting time of all vehicles and record the number of
vehicles waiting over the whole simulation. The summation of the waiting time of vehicles
divided by the number of waiting vehicles is called the average waiting time (AWT).

Tables 4 and 5 show the average performance between first 10 epochs and the last
10 epochs of the 8 reward functions. We can see that the average performance of the last
10 training epochs among the 8 reward functions outperforms that of first 10 training
epochs which means our DRLAIM model did learn a good policy after training. Table 6
shows the average performance over another 10 simulations for the 8 reward functions.
We can see that the average performance of reward function 7 outperforms other reward
functions. According to this simulation result, we will use reward function 7 to do a further
evaluation by using different training epochs and different action time steps.

The performance of the proposed DRLAIM while training is shown in Figures 8–10.
Figures 8–10 show the value of the total reward obtained after training the model by using
25, 50, and 100 and 200 training epochs and 0.2, 0.5, and 1 s action time steps, respectively.
The X-axis represents the epochs, and the Y-axis represents the total reward in Figure 8.

Table 4. Comparison of training results among 8 reward functions for AQL and AWT.

Performance Indicator AQL (Vehicles) AWT (s)

Compared with First 10 Epochs Last 10 Epochs First 10 Epochs Last 10 Epochs

Reward 1 68.75 55.63 43.63 36.18

Reward 2 73.65 48.60 46.48 34.29

Reward 3 73.97 58.32 46.03 37.03

Reward 4 72.82 54.42 45.96 36.71

Reward 5 72.84 55.62 45.54 38.81

Reward 6 71.07 47.14 46.20 33.86

Reward 7 69.44 41.75 44.92 33.48

Reward 8 78.66 58.02 49.07 38.73
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Table 5. Comparison of training results among 8 reward functions for throughput.

Performance Indicator Throughput (Vehicles)

Compared with First 10 Epochs Last 10 Epochs

Reward 1 121.4 161.3

Reward 2 112.7 177.1

Reward 3 110.9 161.9

Reward 4 119.0 183.7

Reward 5 118.8 167.1

Reward 6 109.9 185.4

Reward 7 116.8 214.1

Reward 8 109.8 142.5

Table 6. Average performance difference among 8 reward functions.

Reward Function AQL (Vehicles) AWT (s) Throughput (Vehicles)

1 51.46 34.67 152.5

2 56.27 37.61 176.7

3 60.31 38.68 141.5

4 44.02 33.70 202.4

5 58.59 36.83 159.7

6 53.24 34.18 187.8

7 42.83 31.71 211.3

8 58.39 36.95 148.9

Figure 8. Total reward while training by using action time step 0.2 s with epochs (a) 25, (b) 50, (c) 100,
and (d) 200.
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Figure 9. Total reward while training using action time step 0.5 s with epochs (a) 25, (b) 50, (c) 100,
and (d) 200.

The total reward generated by DRLAIM is trained with 25 epochs, as shown in
Figure 8a, and it gives the total reward at 25 epochs of −34, 357.28. Then we have increased
the epoch as 50, which is depicted in Figure 8b, which gives the total reward as −34, 397.38,
which has higher negative values at 25 epochs; thus we have again increased the epochs to
100 and recorded the total reward, which is−34, 303.90. From Figure 8c, we can understand
that during the training of the DRLAIM model at 100 epochs, we are getting lower negative
reward values than at 25, 50, and 200 epochs. We can conclude that even if the number
of epochs increases, the model will not give good performances. We need to decide the
optimal epochs for the training model. We can see that except for the model trained with
100 epochs and time step 0.2 s, the total reward increases gradually as the number of epochs
increases. Figure 9 shows a total reward value of 25, 50, 100, and 200 epochs during time
step value 0.5From Figure 9, we can understand that our model performs well in the
50-epoch range. When we want to deploy the model in the real-time environment, we
need to consider the average queue length, average waiting time and throughput with
different time step values, such as 0.1, 0.2 and 1 s. Tables 7–9 show the average performance
over 10 simulations for the models trained with 4 different number of epochs by using
3 different action time steps. We can see that in-terms of reward performance, the trained
model using 100 epochs and a time step of 0.2 s is best.

Figures 11–14 show the value of the three performance indicators introduced above,
namely AQL, AWT, and throughput, for models trained with four different numbers of
epochs using three different action time steps. Figure 11 shows the performance results
when training with 0.2, 0.5, and 1 time steps by using 25 epochs. From Figure 11, we
can see that it outperforms the model in terms of average waiting time, queue length,
and throughput during the time step value 1. However, it is not giving good performances
regarding average queue length, average waiting time, and throughput during the time step
value of 1 s when the epoch is 50. Figure 12 shows the performance results while training
with 0.2, 0.5, and 1 time steps and using 50 epochs. From Figure 12, we can understand
that 50 epochs give good performances in terms of average queue length, average waiting
time, and throughput during the time step value of 0.2 s.
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Figure 10. Total reward while training using action time step 1 s with epochs (a) 25 (b) 50 (c) 100
(d) 200.

Figure 11. Performance results while training with three action time steps and using 25 epochs.
(a) AQL. (b) AWT. (c) Throughput.
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Figure 12. Performance results while training with three action time steps and using 50 epochs.
(a) AQL. (b) AWT. (c) Throughput.

Figure 13 shows the performance results while training with 0.2, 0.5 and 1 time steps
using 100 epochs. We can understand that AWT, AVL and throughput are during the time
step value 1, which is depicted in the Figure 13. Figure 14 shows the performance results
while training with 0.2, 0.5, and 1 time step and using 200 epochs. From Figure 14 we
can conclude that 200 epochs give good performances in terms of average queue length,
average waiting time, and throughput during the time step value of 1 s. Therefore, we
need to decide on time steps and a number of epochs to deploy the model in the real-time
environment. For example Figure 13, we can understand that the proposed model performs
well in terms of all the parameters during the time step value 1.
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To find a better model, we computed the sum of the value of all the parameters
and compared them with each other. Tables 7–9 show the average performance over ten
simulations for the models trained with 4 different numbers of epochs using 3 different
action time steps. We can see that the overall performance of the trained model using
50 epochs and time step 0.5 s is best.

Figure 13. Performance results while training with three action time steps using 100 epochs. (a) AQL.
(b) AWT. (c) Throughput.
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Figure 14. Performance results while training with three action time steps using 200 epochs. (a) AQL.
(b) AWT. (c) Throughput.

Table 7. Average performance of model trained with different number of epochs using action time
step 0.2 s.

EpochsPerformance Indicator Total Reward AQL (Vehicles) AWT (s) Throughput (Vehicles)

25 −36,076.3 69.89 44.12 125.1

50 −37,373.7 72.04 45.69 116.8

100 −33,816.0 63.88 40.44 150.3

200 −50,636.0 63.79 44.57 144.5
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Table 8. Average performance of model trained with different number of epochs using action time
step 0.5 s.

EpochsPerformance Indicator Total Reward AQL (Vehicles) AWT (s) Throughput (Vehicles)

25 −11,711.5 52.12 34.45 168.3

50 −10,239.0 42.83 31.71 211.3

100 −10,443.0 50.69 33.13 167.3

200 −12,484.4 63.79 44.57 176.5

Table 9. Average performance of model trained with different number of epochs using action time
step 1 s.

EpochsPerformance Indicator Total Reward AQL (Vehicles) AWT (s) Throughput (Vehicles)

25 −4839.8 45.37 29.76 197.3

50 −5115.4 45.57 31.67 191.6

100 −5669.1 44.69 31.48 201.2

200 −6524.5 50.11 37.72 189.5

4.3.2. Comparison with FFS Method

The fast first service (FFS) method is compared with our model by using a model
trained over 50 epochs with a 0.5-s [5]. We use the same parameters as shown in Table 1
and use the four different inflow rates, including 25, 50, 75, and 100 vehicles per minute,
to simulate for 200 s. We have tested each model 10 times for each four inflow rate. Table 10
depicts results. When compared to the FFS method, our model outperforms in terms of
average waiting time and average queue length, as well as throughput. We think that the
waiting time consideration in the suggested reward function, which results in a much more
fair action selection strategy, causes the reduction in AWT by DRLAIM.

Table 10. Comparison with FFS method.

Inflow Rate (Vehicles/min) 100 75 50 25

Method DRLAIM FFS DRLAIM FFS DRLAIM FFS DRLAIM FFS

AQL (vehicles) 46.03 46.07 25.80 21.73 13.12 7.75 5.79 0.63

AWT (s) 38.77 39.27 30.84 34.37 24.94 26.88 23.56 7.74

Throughput (vehicles) 211.70 222.00 180.10 197.20 126.30 148.40 73.50 79.10

5. Conclusions

In this study, we suggested an autonomous intersection management system (DR-
LAIM) inspired by deep reinforcement learning to develop an intersection-crossing strategy.
DRLAIM establishes accelerated control of every vehicle, ensuring safety by preventing col-
lisions. We examined eight different reward functions, and the experiment results indicate
that the intersection control model with reward function 7 had an 83 percent improvement
in throughput. In the future, we can consider simulating different types of intersections,
such as roundabouts, to assess the suitability of DRLAIM for other types of intersections.
Furthermore, we can consider using an environment with multiple intersections to simulate
the interactions between different intersections, i.e., whether the decision made for one
intersection would affect adjacent intersections or not. Finally, we can design a strategy
that can be applied to autonomous vehicles and incorporate pedestrians and cyclists in
an intersection.
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